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INTRODUCTION

The Spanish Civil War played a significant role in not only George Orwell's career, but also influenced his novel
Animal Farm, written in the late 1930s.

● The Spanish Civil War can be seen as a defining moment in Orwell's life, shaping not only his career but
also his entire existence.

○ This experience of fighting in the Spanish Civil War is crucial in understanding his perspective on
various political and social issues.

WHY ORWELL TRAVELLED TO SPAIN

The Spanish Civil War was a complex conflict, involving various investments and political entanglements.
● In simple terms, it was a fascist uprising against the Republican government.

○ Orwell felt compelled to go to Spain to join the common cause against fascism,
■ which was gaining power across Europe.

● He felt the need to physically go to Spain,
○ not just to write about it or influence things through journalism or novels,

■ but to actively fight against fascism alongside the Republicans.

CONTEXT: GEORGE ORWELL’S CAREER

This experience was important for Orwell for various reasons, as it provided him
● insights into the political process on the ground
● and what it felt like to be in the midst of war,
● experiencing camaraderie with fellow fighters.

○ His time in Spain allowed him to witness how easily the truth of what he saw and experienced
could be manipulated, either through

■ ignorance
■ or more dangerously, in accordance with certain political agendas.
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THE SPANISH CIVIL WAR, ORWELL AND STALINISM

One of the key insights Orwell gained during this time was the disturbing power of Stalinist communism, which
he would later criticise in Animal Farm.

● As the war progressed, communist elements within the Republican cause gained strength, with Orwell
observing a strong Stalinist presence in the Spanish Civil War.

WHAT WAS ‘STALINIST COMMUNISM’?

Stalinist communism refers to the political and economic system implemented by Joseph Stalin, who led the Soviet
Union from the mid-1920s until his death in 1953.

● This system was characterised by
○ centralised control,
○ authoritarian rule,
○ repression of dissent,
○ and widespread use of propaganda.

■ It diverged from the original ideals of communism, which aimed to create
● a classless
● and stateless society

○ where resources and power would be distributed equitably among all citizens.

WHY WAS ORWELL AGAINST ‘STALINIST’ ‘COMMUNISM?

Orwell was against Stalinist communism for several reasons:
● Authoritarianism:

○ Stalinist communism was marked by
■ a highly centralised
■ and authoritarian regime,

1. which suppressed
a. individual freedoms
b. and democratic principles.

i. Orwell, as a democratic socialist, believed in a political system that
1. empowered the people
2. and promoted social justice,

a. rather than concentrating power in the hands of a few.
● Repression and censorship:

○ Under Stalin's rule,
■ dissent was brutally suppressed,
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■ and free speech was heavily censored.
1. Orwell was a firm believer in freedom of expression, and he saw the repression of

dissent as a grave threat to democratic values.
● Propaganda and manipulation:

○ Orwell was highly critical of the use of
■ propaganda
■ and the manipulation of information by Stalinist communism.

1. He believed that the government should be
a. truthful
b. and transparent to its citizens,

i. rather than using lies and deception to control public opinion.
● Human rights abuses:

○ Stalinist communism was responsible for widespread human rights abuses, including
■ mass purges,
■ forced labor camps,
■ and political repression.

1. Orwell was deeply disturbed by these atrocities and believed that no political system
that perpetrated such acts could be just or moral.

THE ROAD TO WIGAN PIER, 1937 AND THE FIGHT AGAINST FASCISM

The Road to Wigan Pier, which was published in 1937, one of Orwell's non-fiction works, is an account of
● industrial conditions in the north of England
● and also touches upon the political scene
● and socialism at the time.

○ Orwell wrote about the retreat of socialism before the onslaught of fascism, highlighting the
Spanish Civil War and the need to fight against fascism.

ORWELL’S EXPERIENCES ON THE FRONT LINES

By the end of 1936, Orwell left England for Spain, arriving in Barcelona and enlisting in a militia called the
Workers' Party of Marxist Unification (POUM).

● He fought on the front lines, experiencing the brutal reality of war.
○ During his time in Spain, Orwell was shot in the throat by a fascist sniper and almost killed.

■ This harrowing experience left a significant impact on him, both physically and in terms of
his worldview.
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ORWELL’S OBSERVATIONS OF PROPAGANDA IN SPAIN

Orwell's memoir, Homage to Catalonia, documents his time in Spain and his observations of
● propaganda,
● lies,
● and the manipulation of information.

○ He saw firsthand how information could be
■ pressured,
■ selected,
■ and turned

● to suit certain causes, with newspapers being a prime example.

THE SHEEP AND MOSES, THE RAVEN: INFORMATION MANIPULATION

In Animal Farm, Orwell explores the idea of information manipulation through the characters of
● the sheep
● and Moses the Raven.

○ The sheep represent those who believe and propagate lies without question,
○ while Moses the Raven,

■ a tale-teller
■ and propagandist,

● spreads the myth of Sugar Candy Mountain.

TRUTH, LIES, INFORMATION AND RELIGION

Through these characters, Orwell presents key ideas such as
● truth,
● lies,
● and the circulation of information.

○ He also critiques religion as a tool to maintain power,
■ with the pigs in Animal Farm manipulating religious beliefs to control the other animals.

SUMMARY
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In conclusion, Orwell's experience in the Spanish Civil War significantly influenced his writing, particularly Animal
Farm.

● His firsthand exposure to
○ war,
○ propaganda,
○ and the vulnerability of both the human body
○ and information

■ shaped his perspective on various political and social issues.
● It is essential to consider this biographical context to fully understand and

appreciate his work.
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